To our dearest members,
With this email we are inviting you to our final GA of this academic year. This will also
be the last GA where the four of us will be the board of Extra Muros. We have the
honour of looking back on an extremely fruitful year. We have welcomed many new first
years into this EM family (or alternatively, cult) who decided to join us on our mission of
making University a social as well as academically rewarding experience. We’ve been
able to organise many events this year, proven formats and new concepts alike. The
year also contained hurdles and some hoops for jumping through, better known as
covid regulations. They unfortunately forced us to cancel or adapt multiple of our
events, however they certainly could not stop the association from running.
All of this is due to the hard work of our committee heads and active members. Their
resilience and motivation have proved inexhaustible. Academic has graced us with their
discussion evenings, Creative shined with their pumpkin carving skills, Educational
provided the essential-for-passing-TAS crash course, I&C introduced us to Utrecht and
boats, Outreach lit up our holiday season, Social Activities introduced us to beer, Party
threw the outstanding Gala, Study trip took us to a place which was more Italian than
Bea and of course Yearbook designed the must-have souvenir of the year. These
examples being only the highlights of the past year, we can calmly conclude that Extra
Muros has had a good one. We would like to thoroughly thank our committee heads for
all their enthusiasm and hard work.
We as the board were also very happy to be at your service. Though there was the
incidental board meeting where the four of us were less lively than a can of beans, we
did it with love. However, the time has come for us to make room. We are very happy to
introduce you to our chosen candidate board for next year. We believe that David,
Jamie, Anandi and Sophie will be a great fit for EM. At this coming GA we ask you guys
to voice your opinion and this candidate board will be put to a vote. They are more than
happy to introduce themselves to you and explain their motivation for applying and most
importantly tell you about their plans for Extra Muros. Members will get the opportunity
to thoroughly ask questions, in order to be able to make an informed decision. We hope
to welcome you in the Common Room next week, to officially end this academic year
and to look forward to the next together.
Yours for this moment,
President Laura Bankers
Secretary Jazlyn van den Broek
Treasurer Beatrice Caddeo
PR Sebastian Rostron

